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Log on to Teams

In order to learn remotely, you will need to complete the activities assigned to you. To complete these activities you will need to log on to Microsoft Teams. Microsoft Teams is downloaded to your desktop. Double click on the Teams icon, [Teams icon], sign into Teams using your school email and password.

Access a Team or Change between Teams

You will have multiple Teams. To access the Team you want to work in click on the title of the class you want to open.

To change to a different Team, select Teams on the left side and choose a different Team.
**Joining a Meeting**

When your teacher starts a live session with your class, the following will show up under the Posts tab. Click on “Join” to join that live class session.

> Make sure your video is on, but your microphone is off (see the picture to the left).

**Different Tabs in Teams**

**Posts**

When you first enter your Team, you are in the Posts Tab. Here, your teacher can post an announcement or start a conversation. Your teacher may ask you to react or reply to a conversation.

> You can react by hovering over the conversation and selecting an emoji (see the picture at the right).

> You can reply by clicking the Reply button (highlighted on the left) and then type your response.

*Note: When replying be careful not to Start a new conversation.*
Assignments will also show up in your Posts. You can access the assignment from your posts by clicking View assignment.

Files

The Files Tab can be used to find resources that you teacher posted for you to view or the whole class to edit. Any files added to this section will be visible and editable by your teacher and all other students in your Team.

Class Notebook

*Note: Your Class Notebook must be set up by your teacher before you can access it.

Once you click on the tab for Class Notebook, select the arrow beside “Open in Brower” and choose “Open in app” to be redirected to your desktop app.

The OneNote Class Notebook is like a 3-ring binder with different tabs separating the sections.

One of the sections is the Welcome section that has information on what is included in the Class Notebook as well as an FAQ. Another section is the Collaboration Space, where you and your classmates can work on an assignment together. Anything edited in the Collaboration Space can be seen by your teacher as well as your classmates. Your classmates can edit the same pages you edit in the Collaboration Space. The Content Library is a place where your teacher can post resources for you to see. You cannot edit anything in the Content Library. Finally, you will see a section with your name. This is your Student Notebook. Only you
and your teacher can view anything in the **Student Notebook**. Your teacher may send an assignment to you in your **Class Notebook** that would show up in your **Student Notebook**.

**Your Student Notebook** consists of different sections (these sections were created by your teacher). Work can be sent to you in any of those sections and you and your teacher are the only people who can view these sections.

In this **Class Notebook**, work was assigned in the **Handouts** section. The work can be viewed by clicking on **Handouts** and then the correct page (in this case, **Divide Mixed Numbers**).

You can select a location on the file and begin typing or click **Draw** and the select the **Pen** to begin drawing with a touch screen device or your mouse. In order to erase, you may need to click the **Pen** before selecting the **Eraser**. When you are finished working offline click on the picture of the notebook next to the class name and click **Sync This Notebook Now**. Then you can close the screen by clicking the **x** in the top right-hand corner. You will see a message that says **All done...** after closing the app. You can click the **x** in the top right corner of that message box.
Assignments

Another Tab in your Team is your Assignments Tab. Here you can access any assignments you have for this class. The assignments will also show up in your posts section (as mentioned in the Posts portion of this document). They will also show up under the Assignments Tab.

In Assignments, you can view anything Assigned to you as well as Completed assignments. Here you can see when assignments are due as well as if assignments are Past due.

If you click on Completed you can view any assignments that have already been turned in.
If you click on the title of the assignment, it will bring you to the details of the assignment. Below where it says My work your teacher may have attached a file for you to work on. If not, you can click + Add work to attach your own file. See below to learn how to Add work. You can also view a rubric if there is one attached by clicking Rubric. If your teacher posted the Points you can view that here as well. Once you are finished with the assignment, click Turn in or Turn in late (if the assignment is past due).

If you are attaching your own work you can attach a number of different ways. You can upload work from your OneDrive, attach a New File, or Upload from this device to attach work saved on your device.

Grades

Another Tab in Teams is the Grades Tab. In this tab, you will be able to see Assignments for this class along with the Due date for each assignment, the Status, and the Points. If your teacher graded your assignment, the Points would show your score out of the number of points.